Effect of estrogen on metabolism and enzyme activities of mammary adenocarcinoma R3230AC in Fischer rats.
Metabolic characteristics and enzyme activities are reported for a variant line of R3230AC tumor, a long-established, transplantable mammary adenocarcinoma in the Fischer rat. Lipogenic enzyme activities from the variant tumor are generally lower than those reported for early generations of this tumor. In addition, the proportion of the medium-chain-length fatty acids in the lipids of this variant line is lower. In the variant tumor, estrogen treatment of host animals results in a reduction of fatty acid synthesis from both acetate and glucose. The response of the variant tumor to estrogen treatment is similar to that for the normal gland in a virgin rat in that lipogenic enzyme activities are lowered in both normal and neoplastic tissues. These enzymatic activities in early generations of tumor R3230AC were similar to those observed in mammary glands from lactating rather than virgin rats. Since the variant tumor still responds to estrogen treatment by a reduced growth rate, we have inferred that, although it undergoes the same structural differentiation observed in earlier generations, the variant tumor line no longer shows certain biochemical changes associated with the lactational state in the normal gland.